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MoC Core Photo Standards

u Food Is Our Core, Images must 

u Be food forward, food as hero in every shot.

u Make the viewer hungry, motivated to buy or make the item(s) shown. 

u Be visually dynamic, engaging, tell a story no matter how narrowly focused or 
cropped. 

u Never force an image into a use. Images are to be shot with the specific need 
and format in mind not as a generic, one image fits all, approach. What works 
in an ad may not work in digital, what works in digital may not work in a 
poster. Important to know the use and tailor the shot to it. 

u Be honest and show either what will be purchased or the end results of the 
recipe presented. 

u Not be overwhelmed by props (napkins, utensils, service items, glassware, 
other products) but focused on the food/item. Props are to be used as 
accents, color, suggestive. Props must also be current, on-trend. 

u Ensure props and backgrounds are not overwhelming. Backgrounds generally 
out of focus, propose as visual enhancers not dominant. 

u Ensure serving and plating dishes provide visual contrast in a way that 
enhances the food shown, not competing with it. 



Ad Photography Guidelines

u In addition to MoC Basic Photo Standards, images must:

u Present recipe images in a manner that encourages the viewer’s sense of 
ability to make the dish. Real, from scratch, simplicity of setting. Not chefy.

u Perishable images are to always present the best possible representation of 
quality, flavor and freshness. 

u Use images from vendors only when necessary and only when they meet MoC 
photo expectations. 

u Be consistent in knock out images be they for the Weekly,  Savories, or digital.

u Shot on white background. 

u No props unless part of the offering or provides image enhancement. 

u Service items should be white unless a color enhances the image. 

u Garnishes to be used only for enhancement of the image and must never 
overwhelm. 

u Shot at a gentle angle to add visual energy and intrigue but not top down, not 
straight on unless the product or placement need requires it. 



Poster Photography 
Guidelines

u In addition to MoC Basic Photo Standards, images must:

u Be clean, uncluttered, visually stimulating and eye-catching. 

u Present the item in as perfect of condition and presentation 
as possible to allow for large size presentation. 

u Provide strong contrast with background colors and fit the 
overall theme of the poster needs (promotion, program, 
sale).



Digital Photography 
Guidelines

u In addition to MoC Basic Photo Standards, images will

u Be social

u Tell a story

u Be authentic

u Be possible, not niche, not hard to achieve

u Presented as Food for the way you live

u Show our food in our customer’s life

u But not overly staged, garnished or filled with props. Food 
must be the focus, the hero. 

u Inform (process, makers, style,)

u Include people when it helps tell the story
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